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EILEEN DELUCIA TO PRESENT AT BENCHMARK LITIGATION’S
WOMEN IN LITIGATION FORUM

11.16.2020
 

ew York—Holwell Shuster & Goldberg LLP counsel Eileen DeLucia will present at Benchmark Litigation’s New York
Women in Litigation Forum, taking place virtually Nov. 17-18.

Eileen will participate in a panel titled “Finding your voice as a woman in law: Credibility, confidence, and resilience,” where she and
her panelists will share various perspectives on how women can best position themselves for success, including techniques to ensure
your voice is heard and respected, conveying confidence in your daily role, and the importance of active listening and critical thinking.

The panel will take place at 9:10 a.m. on Nov. 18 and will include the VP and assistant general counsel for Pfizer; the VP, associate
general counsel, and global head of litigation for Conduent; the associate general counsel for litigation at AIG Investments; and the
assistant general counsel for litigation and compliance for Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories.

Recognized as a “Woman Worth Watching” by Profiles in Diversity Journal, Eileen has worked on some of the highest-profile and
most groundbreaking litigations touching the financial markets, including one that recovered $2.4 billion from the Lehman Brothers
estate. Eileen and her colleagues have also brought more than 20 RMBS putback actions, which are putting to rest massive liabilities
associated with the 2008 housing collapse.

In addition to her active litigation practice, Eileen dedicates significant time to pro bono work, most recently working with the
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press to file a brief on behalf of a range of news organizations and publishing entities in
support of singer Kesha in her ongoing dispute with Dr. Luke involving First Amendment issues that touch on the #MeToo
movement.

Additional information about Benchmark’s seventh annual Women in Litigation Forum can be found here.
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